GIFT GUIDE 2010

Preschool Gifts

Gifts for a 3-Year-Old or 4-Year-Old

From toys that stand the test of time to board games that are anything but boring, we found the best preschool products for a three-year-old or four-year-old. Our list of loot is kid-tested, teacher approved, and full of options for any family, so get wrappin’!

Under $10

Mamas and Babies Book and Game Set  
Share this book of sweet rhymes about baby animals and the mamas who love them, then crack open the accompanying memory match game and pair each parent with her child.


14-piece Vegetable Set  
These fun fabric vegetables are certainly something to talk about! Tomatoes, squash, carrots, mushrooms, and more compete for play time, and may even entice kids to try the real thing at dinner.

http://www.education.com/gift-guide/item/14-piece-vegetable-set/

Numbers on the Go  
Learning to count doesn’t have to be a chore. This bright and colorful puzzle offers practice with numbers 1 through 9, but for kids, it will just feel like pure puzzle fun!

http://www.education.com/gift-guide/item/numbers-on-the-go/

Miss Weather Dress Up Set  
The Colorforms you remember from childhood are back, but in sassy new designs.

http://www.education.com/gift-guide/item/miss-weather-dress-up/

Personalized Coloring Book  
Coloring is a preschool staple. But what if your kid could color a book specifically designed for her?
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$11-$50

Leaf Tree Swing
This wooden swing adds a splash of color to the yard, with its bright green seat that seems ripe for a preschool pixie.


Frog/Prince Reversible Cape
Get two for the price of one with this nifty reversible number!


Eco-Friendly Work Bench
Little woodworkers can hammer in chunky “nails”, use the vice to clamp things into place, or work some magic with a screwdriver or wrench.


Richard Scarry’s Busytown
The discovery never ends with this life-size game board that’s jam-packed with bustling streets, kooky creatures, and silly scenarios.

http://www.education.com/gift-guide/item/busytown/

My Giant Busy Box
This fun craft box provides hours of entertainment at a reasonable price.
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**Fold & Go Woodland Tree House**
This cottage loves to travel! Decked out with a carrying handle, it’s perfect for on-the-go play, but full-featured enough to be an at-home mainstay.


**Eco-Friendly Handy Doctor Set**
A well-made kit for any doctor-to-be, it even has a slot for your junior physician’s business card.


**Splurge**

**Wooden Pirate Ship**
True, it may cost a fair bit of gold, but this is a set to hand down from generation to generation.


**Books**

**Too Pickley!**
Little woodworkers can hammer in chunky “nails”, use the vice to clamp things into place, or work some magic with a screwdriver or wrench.


**Just One Bite**
A colorful wowser of a book that will get kids talking about size, proportion, and the natural world, one bite at a time.

Bears, Bears, Bears!

Big bears, little bears, and lesser known bears come out to play in this fascinating journey around the world.

http://www.education.com/gift-guide/item/wooden-pirate-ship/